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Dear panel
Australia has wasted massive amount of resources on Wind power generators
because it rushed into this with a sales pitch that forsook economic and practical reality.
Within this submission I shall out line a far better plan for the practical utility of Wind
power.
Later this year when i am ready I will offer to the Australian people an innovative
plan that uses Wind and solar to drought proof Australia over a thirty year period.
Because i am quite able to fully articulate this in detail and indeed be questioned on
this and provide answers that satisfy beyond politics it is with confidence in this
innovation we can move the whole policy within the factor of climates pertinent to
Australia into a scientific geographical and economic reality.
This is not about dams dams are a waste of time and effort in many places because
as any farmer would know they fill up with silt.
This is a system that uses desal units and available H2O powered by wind so it is natural
and as intermittent as the weather it self it is a natural system based in years of gained
insight into the geophysics of Australia. and examines the next generation of energy
systems.
What I am offering to describe may be not at first within the scope of this inquiry or
may be it is. I don't know.
It is about desperately needed employment for low skilled people, investment by
Australians in Australia's future and the creation over a very long period a real solution to
the climate of Australia.
This will be submitted in time to the Australian people regardless of politics I am
not interested in politics it is now beyond the pale. It is Australia's future that is of
concern.
As far as low frequency sound is concern the science of this is fully understood and
can no longer be denied by wind mill sales people.
20% of people are affected to various degrees by Misophonia there is already enough
scientific based evidence done by any number of scientists and engineers to validate a
class action against wind mill companies because of the disturbances these cause which
may be very traumatic to some even though others have no idea about why. It can well
enough be described in enough detail why and how this is so. To deny MIsophonia is a
fact is simply rubbish talk.
Massive frequency shifts within the audio dynamics within the electric motors of wind
generators is well known to anyone who works in heavy industry i suggest the panel
investigate heart problems caused by low frequency sound in Sydney railways workshops
circa 1920s before denying what is already well established knowledge. Because again
that is rubbish talk and we the people have had enough of rubbish talk from wind mill
sellers and politics in general..
Low frequency sound acts in many ways through being out of sync with individuals
bodily frequency and like waves at the beach that accumulate if they went between two
buildings if you watch the Tsunami that hit Thailand you can imagine low frequency
waves as such.
This is such a serious environmental factor but is ignored by Greenies and government
and health people but already in some countries steps have been made to reduce the
impact of low frequency sounds by how generators are sound proofed etc. House hold
fridges should be low frequency or banned from sale. Because they disturb sleep in
children.
The sort of sound that comes from Wind Mills is silent sound as any dog knows does
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not have to be heard by everyone. It will depend on the following factors; the person in
the house may be a misophronia sufferer it is a 20% minority group created by evolution.
that ought to be considered as having equal rights to any other.
The soils and type of geology the dampness etc and stone houses may be more affected
than wooden ones also verandas affect how the sound crashes into a house as it
accumulates the inaudible vibration and resonance and that would seriously affect the
occupier.
Because what is stated here is actually already verifiable by science regardless it may
be poo pooed by who lives by the sales pitch alone it is imperative all those who say they
are affected by these things are not called dishonest misophonia is a fact.
I have nothing against wind generators it is how we have been bull dozed by
politicians into having these things without due diligence to the fiscal system which they
are a great loss and without first considering alternative economic models so competition
was created in the first instant and they were not subsidised by pensioners power bills.
\
They talk about deficit whilst creating it they talk about employment whilst
destroying it they talk about markets whilst perverting the very meaning of this.they talk
about a fair go for all and it has no meaning what so ever.
Kind regards
Graham Gordon Thomas
AESS Australian Economic Security Services [ not a registered concern]
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